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1 Introduction
The purpose of the SimpleFleet project is to make it easy for Small and Medium Enterprises
(SMEs), both, from a technological and business perspective, to create (Mobile) Web-based
fleet management applications. For this purpose, several intermediate steps were required:
•

Creating a large data pool (referred as the TrafficStore) comprising base data such as
maps and traffic data such as Floating Car Data (FCD) and TMC messages from
dedicated providers.

•

Applying sophisticated map-matching algorithms to match this imprecise tracking data
to the underlying road network graph.

•

Calculating travel times per road network edge in order to assess live traffic situation
for three European cities, namely: Athens (Greece), Berlin (Germany) and Vienna
(Austria)

•

Computing historic speed profiles to complement live traffic assessment for areas
where no live traffic information is present.

•

Implement several services, such as TrafficAPIs, Fleet Analytics and Routing services on
top of TrafficStore that make good use of the huge wealth of SimpleFleet data

Figure 1 showcases the relation between the core technical deliverables. Deliverable D1.1
provided information about the data sources used in the SimpleFleet project. Deliverable D1.2
(TrafficStore) provides the glue that links data collection, map-matching (described in
Deliverable D2.1 – Map-matching for Data Streams) and travel time aggregation and speedprofile computation together. Several services are to be built on top of the TrafficStore such as
Time-parametrized shortest-path computation (Deliverable D3.1), Business Intelligence
(Deliverable D3.2), Data visualization techniques (Deliverable D3.3), the TrafficAPI and
TrafficSDK (Deliverable D4.1). The combination of TrafficStore and the aforementioned
services constitute the integrated SimpleFleet service (Deliverables D5.1 and D5.2).
Although many of the aforementioned services require sophisticated algorithms and
complicated processing, they must be available to end-users of the SimpleFleet infrastructure
(e.g., SMEs) in the easiest and most intuitive way possible. Towards this direction an Online
Demo is quite necessary in order to demonstrate SimpleFleet’s huge potential.
The current deliverable describes SimpleFleet’s Online Demo, a Web-application that does not
require any form of installation from end-users, other than the use of a modern Web-browser.
This was a conscientious decision in order for this demo to reach as many customers and users
as possible. SimpleFleet’s Online Demo also uses and utilizes latest JavaScript Webtechnologies to be easy to use as well as fast, responsive and quite impressive at the same
time. The SimpleFleet demo is available at http://maps.simplefleet.eu and right now it
supports Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome and Apple Safari web browsers. At this moment,
Internet Explorer is not supported due to its JavaScript fragmentation between its various
versions.
The outline of this deliverable is as follows. Section 2 describes the core system architecture of
the demo. Section 3 showcases the demo’s basic usage scenario. Section 4 introduces the
administration panel that enables super users to easily add new areas and features. Section 5
showcases how the various layers information may be used from other applications through an
API and finally Section 6 wraps thing us and concludes this deliverable.
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Figure 1: Core technical deliverables overview and integration
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2 System Architecture
The visualization component of the Simplefleet application (http://maps.simplefleet.eu) is a
Web-application that provides an interactive map with multiple layers, in addition to exposing
an API for developers to use the service’s data in their custom application.

Figure 2: SimpleFleet’s Online Demo
Currently the following five layers are available for the three SimpleFleet cities, Athens, Berlin
and Vienna:
•

Live traffic

•

Speed profiles

•

Isochrones

•

Routing directions

•

Traffic message channel alerts (TMC, only for Berlin)

From a data-wise point of view the first two layers, i.e., traffic and speed profiles are available
as map tiles (png images), while information about the last three vector layers is available in
JSON format.
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2.1 Individual components
The SimpleFleet demo system is comprised of the following components:
•

A Web application framework (Ruby on Rails, http://rubyonrails.org) served by an
Apache web server through Phusion Passenger [Phusion]

•

A PostgreSQL [Postgres] database server which hosts:
o

A configuration database for the available layers and their settings (styles, data
sources, etc.)

o

A collection of databases with OSM resources used when generating the base
map tiles (i.e. the black and white toner scheme). The generation of the base
map is done only once as the base map tiles are cached indefinitely.

•

An interactive “slippy” map JavaScript framework (OpenLayers, http://openlayers.org)

•

A map tile web server (TileStache, http://tilestache.org) served by an Apache web
server through mod_wsgi

•

A map tile image generator (mapnik, http://mapnik.org)

•

A map CSS-like styling library (cascadenik, https://github.com/mapnik/Cascadenik)

The following diagram depicts how those components interconnect and cooperate:

Figure 3: SimpleFleet’s demo system architecture
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All the different architectural components of our demo system are hosted in the same
visualization server VM which communicates directly with the dedicated TrafficStore
PostgreSQL databases for the three SimpleFleet cities. The visualization server VM is also
hosted in ~okeanos [okeanos] IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) platform of the Greek Research
and Technology Network and features 4 QEMU Virtual CPUs clocked at 2.1GHz, with 2GB RAM
and 40GB Disk Space.
The Ruby on Rails web app is the main front-end of the whole system. It serves users’ requests
to load the web interface (HTML and JS files). Once the interface is loaded, the OpenLayers
JavaScript framework initializes and starts requesting the base layer map tile images as well as
data for each of the activated layers, depending on the layer type (either image or vector).
This information, i.e. the base layer plus the activated layers configuration is stored in a
separate PostgreSQL database (also hosted in the visualization server VM).
The reason for using a dedicated PostgreSQL database (PostgreSQL config + OSM DB in Figure 3)
instead of the PostgreSQL databases of TrafficStore, is that we wanted to isolate underlying
OSM data and configuration parameters used for visualization purposes only (stored in the
visualized server VM) and traffic data (stored in the TrafficStore). This way the visualization
server VM could be potentially used for other services as well and at the same time we
successfully minimized the burden imposed on the TrafficStore due to the visualization process.

2.2 Image type layers
As previously mentioned, for the image type layers, the OpenLayers frameworks requests image
tiles URLs. These URLs are served by TileStache, a Python-based server application that can
serve up map tiles based on rendered geographic data and “knows” how to retrieve these tiles
from cache, or request them to be drawn directly from the mapnik library. Those cached
images expire every N minutes where N is defined by a configuration file which is fetched by
querying the Rails API for the specified layer.
Our initial configuration is set to cache indefinitely, so only one API call is made per layer. If
the configuration changes, there is an internal mechanism which allows TileStache to be
updated with the new data 2. When retrieving such an image from the cache, its modified time
is checked to see whether it was within the last N minutes. If it was, then it is returned
immediately, otherwise the expired cache tile is deleted from the cache and the mapnik
library is called to draw a new tile with fresh data from a specified data source, in our case the
PostgreSQL database (PostGIS enabled) of TrafficStore.
The layer configuration also specifies a set of styles that are passed to mapnik that configure
how the new map tiles should be rendered. For example, in our configuration, all traffic layer
edges with speed ratio more than 50% are colored green.

2

See section “Administration Panel”
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2.3 Vector type layers
For the vector type layers (routing directions, isochrones and TMC messages), the OpenLayers
framework retrieves data directly from the Rails API. All the responses are in JSON format. For
each city, a dedicated application server answers requests for the isochrones or routing
directions API calls. Setting a separate application server per city was necessary in order to
ensure scalability and load balancing. More details are provided in Deliverable D5.1 (Initial
SimpleFleet service)
As a result, all AJAX requests hit the Rails server, which in turns decides which application
server to query, based on the requested coordinates. This intermediate step makes the API
easier to use as it provides one single endpoint for each call.
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3 Basic usage scenario
SimpleFleet’s demo design strives to be as intuitive and easy to use as possible. The demo’s
interface is split in two main areas, the interactive “slippy map” and the informative bottom
bar. The bar at the bottom allows the user to switch between the three available areas
covered by the system, i.e. Athens, Berlin and Vienna. It also features a legend providing
information about the traffic colors used, the visible area of the map, the coordinates of the
viewport, the current zoom level, the coordinates of the last point clicked by the user, as well
as timestamps for when the image type layers were last updated from the TrafficStore.

Figure 4: The basic Web-interface of the SimpleFleet’s Demo

All those features may be seen in Figure 4. Panning the map or changing the zoom level will
automatically update the viewport.
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3.1 Switching between areas
To view a different city, the user may click the buttons at the bottom left of the screen. When
viewing a specific area the panning of the map is restricted to the area’s extent. Sometimes in
small zoom levels (when zoomed out) the viewport exceeds the area’s extent thus making the
map non-pannable.

3.2 Changing the zoom level
The zoom level may be changed by either using the zoom switch on the top left corner, or by
scrolling the mouse. When viewed in touch devices, zoom level may be controlled by a pinch
gesture.

3.3 Switching between layers
To switch between different layers one can use the layer switch, the small + icon located at
the top right corner.

Figure 5: Changing the base layer
Once expanded the layer switcher looks like the image shown in Figure 5. The radio buttons
under the “Base Layer” section can be used to change the base layer, i.e., the underlying road
network map. We use a black and white style called “toner” as the default layer, since it is
easier to distinguish the traffic lines, but there are also options for using the Google Maps layer
or the OSM (OpenStreetMap) layer as well. Only one base layer may be used at a time. This
makes sense as the base layers are not transparent.
The checkboxes under the “Overlays” section can be used to show or hide an overlay layer,
either an image based layer or a vector layer. By default a preconfigured list of available layers
for the viewed area appears in the layer switcher, with the first one being selected (visible).
This includes the traffic, speed profiles, and TMC layers. Any combination of visible and hidden
layers is possible. Vector based layers (i.e. isochrones or routing directions) also appear here
when enabled (discussed below).
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3.4 Vector layers
To enable and use the vector layers, one may right-click on the map and use the provided
custom context menu. This menu currently provides access to the routing directions and the
isochrones layer of the application. Right clicking anywhere on the map will display it.
The context menu is generally divided in separate sections grouped by functionality. There is a
Cancel option at the bottom that just hides the context menu in case the user does not want to
use any function. Each section has options related to start using or modifying the corresponding
layer and ends with an option to remove the corresponding layer from the map.

Figure 6: The SimpleFleet demo’s context menu

3.4.1 Using the isochrone layer
The concept of isochrones was officially introduced in [BGL+08]. According to this, “Isochrones
are defined as the set of all points from which a specific point of interest is reachable within a
given time span”. This paper also introduces a Dijkstra [Dijkstra-59] based algorithm for
computing isochrones resulted from the combination of public transport and walking.
Another seminal paper for the concept of isochrones was [MG10]. This paper was the first to
claim that the whole spatial area covered by an isochrone is important and not just the
reachable network subgraph. One of the approaches considered for that matter was called the
“Edges' Hull algorithm” and creates a single area which is defined by a polygon composed of
the outermost edges of the isochrone network. This is also the approach we use within the
SimpleFleet project.
In order to enable the isochrone layer in our Web-application, the user may bring up the
context menu and select either “Isochrone from here” or “Isochrone to here”.
The first choice “Isochrone from here” instructs the application to calculate isochrones for all
routes starting from the specified right-clicked point towards every direction. The latter choice
“Isochrones to here” calculates the reverse isochrones, i.e. for the all the routes ending at the
clicked point.
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For each request, isochrones are returned, starting from 5 minutes travel time for the first one
(Zone 1) and adding an extra 5 minutes for each consequent one. The last one covers all the
area that may be travelled within 30 minutes and is shown as Zone 6 on Figure 7. For
visualization purposes each isochrone has a different opacity with the smaller one being more
opaque and the larger one being more transparent. This choice makes sense since smaller
isochrones will be enclosed in larger ones.
Once the isochrones have been drawn on the map, the starting or ending marker can be
dragged and dropped to a different location to request new isochrones to be drawn.

Figure 7: Computing Isochrones
More details about the isochrones service will be de described in the Deliverable D3.2 Business Intelligence

3.4.2 Using the routing directions layer
In order to get routing directions between any two points on the map, the user may bring up
the context menu and select an Origin (with “Select origin” context menu) and a Destination
(with “Select destination” context menu). By selecting “Reverse origin and destination” the
user may reverse start and goal points of search.
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Once both points are selected by the user, an appropriate request is sent to the appropriate
routing application server for the specific city. The routing server responds with a polyline
which is the path of the calculated route, along with the travel time computed for this route
and the total distance traversed. The travel info appears as a balloon tip on top of the map,
while the actual route is drawn in blue. The origin marker (labeled A) and the destination
marker (labeled B) are both draggable and thus dragging them to another location
automatically recomputes the path to match the altered location(s).

Figure 8: A sample route between an Origin and a Destination
In the previous sections we have described the system architecture of SimpleFleet’s demo as
well as its basic usage scenario for a typical user. As new services are built on top of the
TrafficStore, such as Fleet Analytics included in Deliverable D3.2 – Business Intelligence (due in
M15) the SimpleFleet demo will be enriched with the additional functionality of added services.
In order to better facilitate the addition of new layers and areas (cities) to SimpleFleet’s online
demo, an additional administration panel interface was built. This administration panel is
described in the following section.
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4 Administration
To help administer the visualization component of the Simplefleet demo, a web administration
panel was built which is available only to restricted super users (requires authentication via
username
and
password).
The
administration
panel
is
available
at
http://www.simplefleet.eu/admin

4.1 Administration Panel
The administration panel dashboard looks like the screenshot below:

Figure 9: The administration panel
In its home page one can see the latest snapshot of the traffic layer for each area. Traffic layer
snapshots are generally collected every 15 minutes.
The hyperlink “Seed all configs to tileserver” may be used to update the layers configuration
to reflect the changes made from the administration panel to the application map-tiles server.
That way, the tiles served from the map-tiles server always adhere to the latest changes.
Example changes that super users may enforce include toggling caching, changing styles and
many more.
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4.2 Data components of Administration Panel
The main two data components available in the administration application are areas and
layers. Those configurations settings are stored in a separate PostgreSQL database dedicated
only to the visualization component (see Section 2.1).

Figure 10: Areas component of administration panel

4.2.1 Areas
Areas are primarily used for grouping layers that belong together, i.e. cover the same spatial
extent but display different kind of information. Each area needs to have a unique name. It
also needs a set centroid (center point saved as a pair of coordinates) which is the defined
point that the maps gets centered to, when loading the specific area. Another important
attribute for each area is the isochrone server URL, which the URL of the application server
that will handle isochrone and routing requests for the selected area. This information is
needed because each area might have a dedicated server handling those kind of requests for
given bounds, in order to ensure scalability and load balancing. A sample configuration for an
area is shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Sample configuration for an area in the Adminstration Panel

4.2.2 Layers
Layers are used for storing configuration parameters for the different type of data we want to
display on the mapping area of SimpleFleet’s online demo. Super users may store the necessary
configuration parameters strictly for image based layers that either need to communicate
directly with the tileserver (which produces the necessary map tile images) or should be autoloadable (such as traffic, speed profiles and TMC). There is no need for storing configuration
parameters about the isochrone and routing directions layers, since those vector layers are
handled solely in the client-side of our demo web-app.
Each layer is required to have a name (which in combination to its corresponding area name
must be unique) and a default position which describes its z-index, its relative order of
appearance on the z-axis in relation to the other layers of the same area. We furthermore
distinguish layers based on their render type which can be either “mapnik” (image rendered
via the mapnik library) or “vector” (vector rendered via the OpenLayers framework).
Moreover, each layer needs to have its bounds defined (i.e., bounding box) as well as a
minimum and maximum zoom level. This kind of information is required by the mapnik library
for rendering and caching purposes. Once the layer bounds are defined, the last configuration
parameters needed is the datasource and query attributes. The datasource is a URL-like string
that includes all the necessary information needed to connect to a PostgreSQL database server
(right now our Administration panel only supports Postgis enabled PostgreSQL databases). It
must be in the following form:
postgis://[username]@[password]:[host]/[database].
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The query specifies an SQL query, which should return the data that should be drawn on this
layer. The returned records should contain at least one field of type “geometry” and the name
of this field is stored as the configuration attribute geometry field. PostGIS geometry fields,
taking into account the SRID of the layer (also supplied as the configuration parameter srs),
contain all the information needed for the mapnik library to correctly render them according to
the layer’s styling rules.
As far as the appearance of each layer is concerned, a layer style may be configured via the
styling configuration parameter which takes as input a space separated list of CSS-like classes.
CSS classes provide a set of styling rules that can be reused in multiple places inside a single
document. Every attribute in the SELECT statement of the query can be used for styling rules
according to its value. For example if the SELECT contains a speed attribute, then inside the
style’s definition one can declare different styles based on the value of speed.
With all this information in place for each layer, super users of the administration panel may
provide additional configuration parameters for:
•

The tileserver’s configuration (TileStache), in the form of a Python dictionary which
specifies cache parameters and a provider section used for delegating the creation of
the map tiles

•

Mapnik’s configuration, in the form of an XML file which includes the datasource and
query parameters along with the styling rules.

Figure 12: Layers’ configuration panel
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In the following examples, the ${layer_map_name} is the concatenation of the layer’s name
and the layer’s area name joined with an underscore.
For clarity, we show a sample TileStache configuration saved by the administration panel
(http://maps.simplefleet.eu/config/tileserver/layer/${layer_map_name})
{
"provider": {
"class": "TileStache.Goodies.Providers.Cascadenik:Provider",
"kwargs": {
"mapfile":
"http://localhost/config/tileserver/layer/traffic_athens.mml"
}
},
"projection": "spherical mercator",
"metatile": { "rows": 4, "columns": 4, "buffer":64 },
"write cache": true,
"cache lifespan": 300,
"maximum cache age": 60,
"allowed origin": "*"
}

Similarly, an example mapnik configuration, available at:
http://maps.simplefleet.eu/config/tileserver/layer/${layer_map_name}.mml
<Map srs="+proj=merc ... ">
<Stylesheet>
<![CDATA[
@slowI: #ff2700; @slowO: #7e0000; /* red */
@medmI: #ffdb33; @medmO: #d5af01; /* yellow */
@fastI: #3ff228; @fastO: #2d871a; /* green */
.traffic_colors {
&[speed<0.25] {line-color: @slowI; outline-color: @slowO;}
&[speed>=0.25][speed<0.5] {line-color: @medmI; outline-color: @medmO;}
&[speed>=0.5] {line-color: @fastI; outline-color: @fastO;}
}
]]>
</Stylesheet>
<Layer id="traffic_athens" class="traffic_colors traffic_lines
offset_traffic_lines" srs="+proj=longlat +datum=WGS84">
<Datasource>
<Parameter name="type">postgis</Parameter>
<Parameter name="host">dbhost.net</Parameter>
<Parameter name="dbname">mmdb</Parameter>
<Parameter name="user">mapnik_user</Parameter>
<Parameter name="password">mapnik_pass</Parameter>
<Parameter name="table">
( SELECT speed, category, geometry FROM traffic ) AS way
</Parameter>
<Parameter name="geometry_field">geometry</Parameter>
</Datasource>
</Layer>
</Map>
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Additionally a layer may be either enabled or disabled. Disabled layers do not show up in the
layer switcher. More detailed configuration allows a layer to have its caching mechanism
enabled or disabled, which may be very useful especially for testing purposes. Of course
caching should always be enabled when the layer configuration and its styling are finalized as
generating a new image on every request is rather computationally expensive.

4.3 Layer snapshots
For layers rendered as images there is a “snapshotting” functionality which can be configured
to run automatically at predefined intervals or can be requested to run on demand. If a layer
has its auto-shapshot attribute set to true then it is included in the “auto-snapshot” process
which runs every 15 minutes. The auto-snapshot process creates a zoom 11 snapshot of the
entire bounding box of the layer. This procedure also accelerates performance of our Webapplication as the resulting images are stored in the cache and can be used later for incoming
requests until their expiration. By default tiles expire after 5 minutes of their creation time, so
this mechanism on average speeds up ⅓ of the requests.
On the Layer screen you can click on the “Snapshot” button next to each layer to grab an ondemand current snapshot (see Figure 12).

Figure 13: Slideshow functionality of the Administration Panel
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The Snapshot screen lists all the available stored snapshots, tagged with the time they were
taken. The user has the ability to filter the displayed snapshots by layer and within a specified
time range. The resulting snapshots may additionally be viewed as a slideshow (movie) by
clicking the “Slideshow” button on the upper right corner. The slideshow interface is shown in
Figure 13.
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5 Visualization API
Although our system was built in order to serve the needs of SimpleFleet’s online demo, the
underlying system architecture is built in such a way that it exposes most of its visualizing
functionality through APIs. In that sense, each image or vector layer mentioned in the previous
sections is also available through an API, which will be briefly described in the following
sections. Due to this modular and extensible design the demo’s underlying architecture may
also be used for servicing third party web-apps or to extend and complement SimpleFleet’s
TrafficAPI of Deliverable D4.1.

5.1 Traffic and speed profile layers
The data for these two layers is provided as PNG images which follow the standardized ZXY
format. Each map tile (image) is uniquely identified by a zoom level (Z) and its X and Y
coordinates on a grid that covers the entire earth’s projected surface. The zoom parameter is
an integer between 0 (zoomed out) and 18 (zoomed in). X goes from 0 (left edge is 180 °W) to
2z-1 (right edge is 180 °E). Y goes from 0 (top edge is 85.0511 °N) to 2z-1 (bottom edge is
85.0511 °S) in a Mercator projection (85.0511 is the result of
). By using this
bound, the entire map becomes a (very large) square.
The values of X and Y can be calculated from these formulas:

,

, where

.

The OpenLayers Javascript framework has a built-in layer type that can automatically convert
geographical coordinates into the ZXY format. The map tiles produced are available publicly at
the following URLs:
http://tileserver.simplefleet.eu/${layer}/${z}/${x}/${y}.png
Replace ${layer} with one of the below:
•

toner

•

traffic_athens -> traffic layer for Athens, Greece

•

traffic_berlin

•

traffic_vienna -> traffic layer for Vienna, Austria

•

speed_profile_athens

-> aggregated speeds layer for Athens, Greece

•

speed_profile_berlin

-> aggregated speeds layer for Berlin, Germany

•

speed_profile_vienna

-> aggregated speeds layer for Vienna, Austria

-> black and white base map (preferably use this as a base layer)
-> traffic layer for Berlin, Germany

and ${z}, ${x}, ${y} with the correct values depending on the specific area on the map you want
to view. If you are using the OpenLayers JavaScript framework you can leave untouched the
${z}, ${x}, ${y} parameters and they will be properly substituted to display correct tiled map
images.
For performance reasons there are DNS aliases:
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s0.tileserver.simplefleet.eu, s1.tileserver.simplefleet.eu,
s2.tileserver.simplefleet.eu all point to tileserver.simplefleet.eu.

5.2 Isochrones layer
The isochrones layer can display forward and reverse isochrones for 6 predefined intervals,
ranging from 5 to 30 minutes (equally split). The API responds with a JSON object that contains
the isochrones as polygons in Google’s encoded polyline algorithm format [GoogleEncPoly] for
maximum compaction.
To request forward isochrones (default), i.e. where can I get from the specified point within
the next N minutes (5-30), the following URL is used:
http://maps.simplefleet.eu/layers/isochrones.js?x=${lon}&y=${lat}
To request reverse isochrones, i.e. from where can I get to the specified point within the next
N minutes (5-30) use the following URL:
http://maps.simplefleet.eu/layers/isochrones.js?x=${lon}&y=${lat}&reverse=true
replacing ${lon} and ${lat} with the coordinates of the point needed.
The response looks like this:
{
isochrone1: "wgtfFepbpCC`@o@rJOnA_......",
isochrone2: "w}yfFgnipCf@nBOt@]qAOi.....",
isochrone3: "kg|fFkyppC^|BMBLCDZIBK.....",
isochrone4: "mo}fFgxcqCj@fCb@rB^dB......",
isochrone5: "sp`gFeeoqCL~@HhABx@Ej......",
isochrone6: "}j{fFyqtqC[@YJYTa@Eu@I.....",
x: 23.74770609171363,
y: 37.965084887242355
}

where isochrone1 represents the smallest (closest to the point queried) polygon and isochrone6
represents the largest.
The x and y response parameters are the actual coordinates of the point that the isochrones
were calculated for (the road network graph node closest to the point clicked by the user).
Errors and defaults:
•

If you do not specify either x or y in the URL a coordinate of 0 will be assumed.

•

If the specified point is not included within the bounding box of any of the available
area
the
following
response
will
be
returned:
{error: "No area encloses specified coordinates!"}
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5.3 Routing directions layer
The routing directions layer visualizes a route from an origin point to a destination point that
uses the road network graph (complimented by dynamic weights using live traffic and speed
profiles). Both origin and destination are required parameters. The API responds with a JSON
object that contains the calculated route as a line string in Google’s encoded polyline format,
as well as travel time and distance info.
To request a route from point A

to point B

use the following URL:

http://maps.simplefleet.eu/layers/routing.js?origin=${origin_lon},${origin_lat}&destination=${
destination_lon},${destination_lat}
replacing ${origin_lon} with the origin’s longitude, ${origin_lat} with the origin’s latitude,
${destination_lon} with the destination’s longitude and ${destination_lat} with the
destination’s latitude. Origin and destination longitude and latitude are separate with a single
comma in the URL.
The response looks like this:
{
path: "qpcgF_opoCtC`EpA_Bb@i@j@s@h@q@FGf@......",
distance: 14727,
tt: 11149,
x1: 23.682566491658648,
y1: 38.034173687152055,
x2: 23.79488629162052,
y2: 38.00674658712171
}

where path is the encoded polyline representation of the route, distance is the travel distance
in meters, tt is the required travel time in seconds, and (x1, y1) are the actual coordinates of
the origin and (x2, y2) are the actual coordinates of the destination, for the calculated route.
Errors and defaults:
•

If you do not specify any of ${origin_lon}, ${origin_lat}, ${destination_lon},
${destination_lat} in the URL a coordinate of 0 will be assumed.

•

If both the specified origin and destination are not included within the bounding box of
any of the available area the following response will be returned:
{error: "No area encloses specified origin or destination!"}

•

If the origin is enclosed in the bounding box of a different area (city) than the
destination
the
following
response
will
be
returned:
{error:
"No
route
between
[[origin.name]]
and
[[destination.name]]!"}
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5.4 TMC layer
The TMC layer shows Traffic Message Channel (TMC) alerts and is available only for the Berlin
area. TMC alerts are short informative messages which appear in the electronic road signs
above major roads.
To request a list of TMC messages for a specific area and time frame use the following URL:
http://maps.simplefleet.eu/layers/tmc.js?area=${area_name}&t=${h}
where ${area_name} should be the area name, e.g. “berlin”, and ${h} is how many hours ago
you want alerts for.
A typical response looks like this:
[
{
"lat":"52.50545",
"lon":"13.33390",
"tmc_id":"tmc565367",
"tmctime":"2013-03-28 10:56:11",
"wdecode":"Here is the TMC message"
},
{...},
...
]

where for each object lat and lon are the coordinates of the sign that displays the message
shown in wdecode, tmctime is the time of the event and tmc_id is a unique identifier for the
alert.
Errors and defaults:
•

If you do not specify ${h} a value of 1 will be assumed.

•

If you specify an ${area_name} that doesn’t have a TMC layer, i.e. anything else than
“berlin”
the
following
response
will
be
returned:
{error: "No TMC alerts for given area!"}

5.5 Summary
In this section we have described how the various data layers visualized in SimpleFleet’s online
demo are also “exposed” by different APIs. This extensible design makes the demo system
architecture an important and extensible toolkit for powering additional third party apps and
services.
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6 Conclusion
In this deliverable we have described the SimpleFleet’s online demo. We have presented its
core architecture that binds several web and server technologies together in order to provide a
powerful and integrated platform that provides extensibility and scalability. We have also
described its basic usage scenario that exposes much of the SimpleFleet’s potential. In addition
to those features, SimpleFleet’s demo also features an administration panel making it easy for
super users to add new layers, areas and functionalities.
Despite its impressive characteristics, SimpleFleet’s demo is still a work in progress. As new
services are added to the SimpleFleet infrastructure (due in later months) such as Fleet
Analytics, the modularity of its architecture will make possible the addition of new and
probably more impressive features. But most importantly the core architecture of the demo
system (which exposes most of its visualizing components in the form of APIs) may be also be
used for powering third party web-apps and extend and complement SimpleFleet’s TrafficAPI.
This fact alone, is probably the most useful, crucial and impressive characteristic of
SimpleFleet’s online demo.
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